In recent years, numerical weather prediction models have begun to show notable levels of skill at predicting the average winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) when initialised one month ahead. At the same time, these model predictions exhibit unusually low signal-to-noise ratios, in what has been dubbed a 'signal-to-noise paradox'. We analyse both the skill and signal-to-noise ratio of the Integrated Forecast System (IFS), the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model, in an ensemble hindcast experiment. Specifically, we examine the contribution to both from the regime dynamics of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet. This is done by constructing a statistical model which captures the predictability inherent to to the trimodal jet latitude system, and fitting its parameters to reanalysis and IFS data. Predictability in this regime system is driven by interannual variations in the persistence of the jet latitude regimes, which determine the preferred state of the jet. We show that the IFS has skill at predicting such variations in persistence: because the position of the jet strongly influences the NAO, this automatically generates skill at predicting the NAO. We show that all of the skill the IFS has at predicting the winter NAO over the period 1980-2010 can be attributed to its skill at predicting regime persistence in this way. Similarly, the tendency of the IFS to underestimate regime persistence can account for the low signal-to-noise ratio, giving a possible explanation for the signal-to-noise paradox. Finally, we examine how external forcing drives variability in jet persistence, as well as highlight the role played by transient baroclinic eddy feedbacks to modulate regime persistence.
Introduction
The leading mode of variability in the North Atlantic region is referred to as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which captures a frequently recurring dipole structure of pressure anomalies. During the winter season the NAO is to a large extent capturing the location of the storm track (Rogers 1997 ) and therefore has a big influence on European winter climate. Despite the fact that, due to the chaotic nature of the atmosphere, any individual storm is not predictable for more than a few weeks ahead, evidence has begun to accumulate which suggests that the average winter conditions may be predictable ). Furthermore, modern numerical weather prediction (NWP) models have begun to show notable and consistent levels of skill at capturing this predictable signal when initialized one month ahead (though it should be noted that comparable skill was already reported in Müller et al. (2005) ). In a particularly noteworthy example, studies conducted by the UK Met Office system 'GloSea5' (Scaife et al. 2014a; Dunstone et al. 2016) showed that their seasonal prediction system displayed skilful ensemble hindcasts over the 35 year period 1980 35 year period -2015 , the multimodel study Athanasiadis et al. (2017) showed that comparable levels of skill was attainable by other models as well.
Two questions have naturally sprung out of all this work. Firstly, can one identify concrete external drivers that account for the majority of interannual NAO variability? A significant number of studies have attempted to address this question, both in terms of locating drivers of the observed NAO as well as studying which of these drivers are responsible for model skill. A good overview of these can be found in Smith et al. (2016) . Some of the more consistently proposed drivers include Atlantic sea surface temperatures (Czaja and Frankignoul 1999; Rodwell et al. 1999; Saunders and Qian 2002; Dunstone et al. 2016) , the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Dong et al. 2000; Moron and Gouirand 2003; Toniazzo and Scaife 2006; Brönnimann 2007; Li and Lau 2012; Drouard et al. 2013; Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen 2018) the stratospheric polar vortex (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Dunstone et al. 2016; Kidston et al. 2015) , the quasi biennial oscillation (QBO) (Anstey et al. 2013; Scaife et al. 2014b; O'Reilly et al. 2019) and Arctic sea ice, particularly in the Kara region (Strong and Magnusdottir 2011; Koenigk et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017) .
The second big question arises from the observation, first noted in Eade et al. (2014) for GloSea5 and subsequently corroborated by the multi-model study Baker et al. (2018) , that the signal-to-noise ratio of model NAO ensemble predictions tends to be too low. In other words, the predictable component of the model appears to be a lot smaller than that of the real world. This phenomenon has been described as a 'signal-to-noise paradox' in Dunstone et al. (2016) ; see Scaife and Smith (2018) for an overview. As a consequence, large ensembles are required in order for the ensemble mean to amplify the predictable signal sufficiently. Because a resolution of this 'paradox' could lead to more skilful predictions, or equivalent skill with a smaller ensemble, it is of great interest to understand what is producing this low signal-to-noise ratio in models.
In Kumar et al. (2014) and Siegert et al. (2016) , 'linear regression style' statistical models aimed at representing NAO predictability were analysed, suggesting that the paradox may be due to the model not adequately representing a linear predictable signal in the magnitude of the NAO. This implies that one possible explanation is one or more overly weak teleconnections in the model. Both North Atlantic SSTs (Rodwell et al. 1999; Mehta et al. 2000; Gastineau et al. 2013; Scaife et al. 2013) An alternative hypothesis was proposed in Strommen and Palmer (2019) , based on the idea that the NAO is driven by regime dynamics. The possible influence of regimes on North Atlantic circulation has been studied since the 80's, often by way of classifying distinct, frequently recurring and quasi-persistent geopotential height patterns, of which the two phases of the NAO are examples (Vautard and Vautard 1990; Michelangeli et al. 1995; Dawson et al. 2012) . Studies have shown that both frequency of occurrence of individual regimes and the transition rates between different regimes can be influenced by external forcing (Charlton-Perez et al. 2018) ; it was suggested in Palmer (1999) that anthropogenic forcing may also influence regime behaviour in a similar manner. In Strommen and Palmer (2019) , a statistical model was presented which captures the predictability inherent to such regime dynamics on seasonal time-scales. By envisaging the atmosphere as a two-state system, with transitions taking place on daily time-scales, it was shown that interannual variability in such a system is determined by changes in the preferred regime state each year and that this preference is in turn driven by variations in the persistence time-scales of the two regimes. Furthermore, if NWP models systematically underestimate the level of regime persistence relative to the real world, then the signal-to-noise paradox emerges as a natural feature of the system. That models struggle to replicate many aspects of regimes, including persistence, has been observed in e.g. , which highlighted the importance of horizontal resolution.
The purpose of the present paper is to build on the framework of Strommen and Palmer (2019) in three key ways. Firstly, the statistical model in ibid was not fitted directly against NWP model data, instead relying on a freely varying 'regime fidelity' parameter to demonstrate that observed skill and signal-to-noise behaviour could be captured within a reasonable range of parameter values. We will show here, by explicitly fitting our statistical model, that the skill and signal-to-noise ratios of the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) seasonal prediction system (the Integrated Forecast System, abbr. IFS) can indeed be fully accounted for by its skill at capturing interannual variations in regime behaviour alone. This is done by basing our statistical model not on geopotential height regimes, but on the trimodal structure of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet (Woollings et al. 2010a) . Because the NAO is to a large extent reflecting variations in the jet speed and latitude (Woollings et al. 2010a; Athanasiadis et al. 2010) , one may a priori expect to account for much of the model NAO skill in terms of its skill at predicting shifts in the jet speed and latitude. In fact, in Parker et al. (2019) , simple linear regression techniques were used to show that the majority of the IFS's skill at predicting the NAO could be attributed to its skill at predicting shifts in the jet latitude alone. However, this approach is only valid once the trimodality has been smoothed away by taking seasonal means, which renders the probability distribution Gaussian. Given the fundamentally trimodal structure of the jet latitude, we would argue that a more appropriate way to analyse the contribution from jet latitude variations is through regime dynamics. As explained above, in the framework of the regime model from Strommen and Palmer (2019) , the predictable component is not the average seasonal jet latitude itself, but rather the average seasonal persistence time-scales of the jet latitude regimes (which in turn determine the preferred jet latitude regime). By truncating the trimodal structure to a two-state system, we show that the IFS has skill at predicting seasonal shifts in these persistence time-scales, and hence that the signal-to-noise paradox can be explained by NWP models having systematic biases in regime persistence, as proposed in ibid. The success of such a two-state truncation is consistent with the hypothesis of Woollings et al. (2008) , which also viewed the NAO via a two-state system using the jet.
Secondly, having in this way fitted a regime dynamics model to jet latitude data for both reanalysis and the IFS, we analyse external sources of interannual variability of regime persistence. We show that commonly cited predictors of the NAO, such as ENSO, Kara seaice and the stratospheric polar vortex all project onto regime persistence. Of particular note here is the role of ENSO, which, while long thought to influence the NAO, does not have any significant linear correlation with the NAO index, implying that any such influence is necessarily non-linear. We demonstrate significant linear correlations of ENSO (via the Nino 3.4 index) with regime persistence time-scales, implying that regime dynamics may be a practical way to quantitatively measure the non-linear influence of ENSO on the NAO.
Finally, the link between NAO variability and persistence time-scales of the eddy-driven jet immediately suggests that a critical role may be played by local dynamics (as opposed to remotely driven forcing), in the form of transient baroclinic eddy feedbacks. There is a vast literature demonstrating the role played by such feedbacks in maintaining jet anomalies (Hoskins et al. 1983; Shutts 1983; Robinson 1996; Hartmann 2001, 2003; Zurita-Gotor et al. 2014) , and it is therefore reasonable to expect these to influence the persistence time-scales of the jet regimes used in our statistical model. By defining a suitable metric based on the eddy momentum flux convergence, we show that this is indeed the case, and that this is in fact the dominant source of jet latitude variability. For this metric we find that individual IFS ensemble members cannot generally reproduce the observed feedback strength, with a large ensemble mean required to boost the signal; a similar inadequacy for GloSea5 was observed in Scaife et al. (2019) . This suggests that the signal-to-noise paradox may be driven not just by weak teleconnections but also a weak eddy feedback in NWP models.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the data used, provide basic details of the IFS model and make some basic comments and definitions of key metrics; this includes the 'ratio of predictable components' (RPC) metric (Eade et al. 2014) , which is used as a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio. In section 3, in order to keep the paper fairly self-contained, we provide a basic description of the regime dynamics model constructed in Strommen and Palmer (2019) . In section 4, we discuss the relation between the jet and the NAO on daily and seasonal time-scales, including the influence of the trimodal jet latitude structure, for both reanalysis and the IFS. This analysis is used to motivate the explicit statistical model fitting carried out in the same section. In section 5, we show the results of this fitting, and verify that the high skill and low signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. high RPC value) of the IFS can be explained using our statistical model. In section 6 we analyse the influence of both external forcing and local eddy feedbacks on regime persistence time-scales, both for reanalysis and the IFS. Finally, in section 7 we make our concluding remarks.
Data and Methodology

Data
The IFS model data considered comes from a seasonal hindcast experiment covering the 20th century . A 51 ensemble member seasonal forecast is initialised in every 1st of November from 1900 to 2010 and allowed to run for 4 months, thereby producing a December-January-February (DJF) prediction for every year in this period. The model used is version CY41R1 of the IFS. Its spectral resolution is T255, corresponding to roughly 80km grid spacing near the equator, with 91 levels in the vertical. The model is run in atmosphere-only mode with forced sea-surface temperatures (SSTs). Because the hindcasts cover the early part of the century where observations are limited, the reanalysis product ERA20C (Poli et al. 2013 ) is used to initialise the model atmosphere; this only assimilates observations of surface pressure. Both ocean and sea-ice boundary conditions come from the HadISST2.1.0.0 dataset (Rayner et al. 2003) . Further details can be found in Weisheimer et al. (2017) .
While this paper will focus on the recent period 1980-2010, where more comprehensive reanalysis datasets assimilating satellite data are available, we will use ERA20C as our primary source of observations for consistency. Therefore all wind and geopotential height data used is from ERA20C, with SSTs and sea-ice coming from HadISST2. The exception for this is for the QBO, where the ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al. 2011) is used. This is due to the fact that ERA20C has a very weak QBO, owing to the fact that surface pressure data alone does not constrain the stratospheric circulation sufficiently. However, the QBO may have been partially forcing the surface pressure data (which does severely constrain the NAO), so it is important to use a more realistic representation of it to assess its potential impact.
The NAO is defined as the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of detrended daily geopotential height anomalies at 500hPa (Z500), when restricted to the North-Atlantic region 90W-30E, 30N-90N. Anomalies are relative to a seasonal climatology computed across the full ERA20C time-period 1900-2010. The daily NAO of an individual IFS ensemble member is obtained by projecting its geopotential height field onto the reference EOF from ERA20C. A winter NAO timeseries is obtained by taking the DJF mean of the daily timeseries. It should be noted that the principal component timeseries produced in this way is not equivalent to that obtained by taking the leading EOF of DJF Z500 means. This latter approach only captures variability across seasons, while the use of daily data will also capture variability within seasons. However, the EOF's themselves are almost identical in their spatial pattern, with both capturing the familiar NAO dipole.
The speed and latitude of the eddy-driven jet are computed as in Parker et al. (2019) . Daily zonal means of zonal winds are restricted to the region 0-60W, 15N-75N and 850hPa, before being smoothed with a 9-day running mean. For each day of the DJF season, the speed of the jet is identified as the maximum wind speed attained in this domain and the latitude of the jet is the latitude at which this maximum is located. As noted in ibid, this procedure produces qualitatively similar results to more complex methods using winds at multiple levels or further filtering.
In Section 6.1 we consider various external predictors. For ENSO, we use the Niño 3.4 index, defined as the average across the region 5S-5N, 190E-240E. Since studies show that the response in the North Atlantic typically lags ENSO by around 1 month (Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen 2018), we consider the mean of this index over the November-December-January (NDJ) period to capture the influence on the North Atlantic DJF season. A QBO timeseries is defined by taking the DJF mean of zonal equatorial (10S-10N) winds at 50hPa, zonally averaged. The stratospheric polar vortex is measured using the November zonal mean winds at 50hPa averaged between 60N-80N. Kara sea-ice is measured as the November sea-ice anomaly, relative to the period 1978-2016, in the box 30E-75E, 67N-80N. The data is detrended to remove the linear trend resulting from declining sea-ice. Note that for these last two predictors, November means only were used to avoid confounding issues resulting from interactions and feedbacks between these and the NAO. Because of the slow time-scales of both ENSO and the QBO, as well as their spatial separation from the center of NAO action, this was not deemed to be necessary in these cases.
Methodology
We are interested in three key metrics assessing model skill, all closely related. We define Corr(EnsM ean, Obs) to be the Pearson correlation coefficient between the ensemble mean of some forecast and observations over a given time-period. We will refer to this informally as the actual predictability. On the other hand, we define Corr(EnsM ean, M em) to be the average correlation between the ensemble mean and individual members of the ensemble. This is sometimes referred to as the 'potential predictability'. However, as the signal-to-noise paradox has demonstrated clearly, this metric is not necessarily a meaningful upper bound on skill, so we follow the convention of Strommen and Palmer (2019) and refer to this instead as the model predictability of the system, as it measures the model's ability to predict itself.
The third metric of interest is the 'ratio of predictable components', RP C, defined in Eade et al. (2014) . One first defines the notion of the 'predictable component' of a given system as the square root of the total fraction of variance that can be predicted in that system. When applied to observations we obtain P C(Obs), and when applied to a model we obtain P C(M od). The RP C is then by definition RP C true = P C(Obs)/P C(M od)
In Eade et al. (2014) they provide an estimate of RP C amenable to computation via the following inequality:
where σ 2 sig is the ensemble mean variance and σ 2 tot is the average variance of individual ensemble members. We define the RPC estimate to be the absolute value of this last term:
Note the absolute value is necessary because we are taking a positive square root. As noted in Strommen and Palmer (2019) , if all ensemble members are assumed to share the same variance (which would in expectation hold given an infinite ensemble), then RP C est is precisely equal to the ratio of actual predictability divided by model predictability. Hence this metric will be 1 if all ensemble members and observations behave as random draws from the same underlying distribution. Further discussion of this metric can be found in ibid. While RP C est is an estimate of the true RP C, we will without comment refer to this estimate simply as the RP C.
In terms of significance testing, 95% confidence intervals are, unless otherwise stated, generated by a Monte Carlo method of explicitly creating > 1000 estimates using the statistical model in question. This is the case for all metrics computed with the regime dynamics model constructed in this paper. For correlations between various observed time-series (such as external predictors as in Section 6.1), Monte Carlo samples were generated by a bootstrap resampling method. In practice, intervals found in this way were not appreciably different from those obtained simply using the standard error of correlations, so for simplicity we have used these.
Finally, we will frequently be examining statistical properties of probabilities, including relationships between different timeseries of probabilities. To facilitate this, we typically work with log-odds rather than probabilities when manipulating or generating probabilities. From an assumed distribution of probabilities P (taking values between 0 and 1), a new, more Gaussian distributionP (taking values between −∞ and +∞) is obtained via the log-odds transformation
Specific valuesps drawn from this latter distribution correspond to the probability ps from P given by
Because the distributions of probabilities we work with are log-normal or reverse log-normal, the log-odds distribution will be approximately Gaussian and so linear regression techniques can be used meaningfully. Note that a distribution Y is called reverse lognormal if 1 − Y is log-normal. While we often and without comment treat log-odds and probabilities interchangeably in discussion, the distinction is made clear when this is important.
Non-stationarity of Predictability and Metrics for Modern Period
It has been noted that the skill the IFS has at predicting the winter NAO is non-stationary over the twentieth century . Because there appears to be variability not only in the role of external forcing but also local regime dynamics, it would be ideal to examine the framework presented in this paper across multiple periods of the twentieth century. However, because this would complicate the presentation of the paper considerably, we will focus on the recent period 1980-2010 on questions of predictability. Estimates of distributions or parameters that are independent of skill are computed using the full time-period 1900-2010, while those clearly dependent on skill are computed using the period 1980-2010.
In this modern period, using the definitions of Section 2.1, the IFS ensemble mean winter NAO has a correlation with the observed winter NAO of 0.49. The model predictability is 0.19 and the RP C est over this period is 1.80. These are the numbers that we wish to explain.
The regime-based link between the jet and the NAO
The distributions of jet latitude and jet speed
It is well known that the NAO, while often depicted using sea-level pressure/Z500 anomalies, can be viewed as capturing variations in both the speed and orientation of the eddy-driven jet (Thompson et al. 2003; Woollings et al. 2008) In this view, days in which the NAO is in its positive phase (NAO+ days) typically correspond to the jet being shifted northwards while days in the negative phase (NAO-days) correspond to a southward shift (e.g. Figure 1 of Woollings et al. (2010a) ).
By takings as its starting point an analysis of variations in the jet, as opposed to variations in the NAO, Woollings et al. (2010b) found that the jet tends to exhibit regime-like behaviour in terms of its location. Concretely, they identified three preferred locations, corresponding to the trimodality of the probability density function (pdf) describing the daily latitudinal position of the jet. A comparison of this pdf for ERA20C and the IFS was done in Parker et al. (2019) , which the reader should consult for a more comprehensive comparison. For completeness, we include a figure showing the pdfs here as well. To estimate a pdf from jet latitude data, we use a simple Gaussian mixture model assuming three peaks. As noted in ibid, the IFS also exhibits a trimodal jet, so this assumption on the mixture model is appropriate for the IFS as well. The estimated pdfs of both ERA20C and the IFS, using all 110 years of data, are plotted in Figure 1 (a). The three peaks are clearly visible and correspond closely to those in ibid. The shading indicates an estimate of uncertainty of the ERA20C probabilities, obtained by fitting the mixture model to individual 30-year chunks of the 110 years. While the locations of the peak are fairly stable, the relative sizes of each of the three modes vary more with time. Therefore, in line with ibid, we identify three distinct jet latitude regimes: Southern (15-40N), Central (40-52N) and Northern (52-70N). The IFS appears to be biased towards spending proportionally more time in the Central regime at the expense of the Southern and Northern regimes. By contrast, the pdf of daily jet speeds, shown in Figure 1(b) , is visibly Gaussian. The IFS has a clear bias towards stronger mean jet speeds than ERA20C.
Daily and seasonal links between the jet and the NAO
In order to create a statistical model we need to establish a quantitative link between the jet and the NAO. Because we are ultimately interested in the DJF mean NAO, a first approach might be to relate the DJF means of the jet latitude and speed to the DJF mean NAO. This was the approach taken in Parker et al. (2019) , where the DJF NAO was decomposed into a jet speed and jet latitude component using multiple linear regression. Indeed, collapsing daily data to seasonal means completely eliminates the trimodal structure, rendering the pdf of seasonal mean jet latitudes normal: this can be seen in Figure 1 (c) and (d), showing histograms of DJF means of jet latitude and speed respectively. As multi-normality of variables is a requirement for linear regression, this smoothing away of the trimodal structure is necessary to make this approach work. By comparing these DJF decompositions of the NAO into a latitude and speed component for the IFS and ERA20C, ibid concluded that the IFS skill was, in this framework, attributable to the jet latitude skill alone. However, the fundamentally trimodal structure of the daily jet latitude suggests that this linear approach may not be the most appropriate and comes at the cost of removing structure which may contain valuable information.
The failure of linear regression to account for the link between the jet and the NAO on daily time-scales can be seen clearly in Figure 2 , which shows scatter-plots of daily jet latitudes for ERA20C in (a) and the IFS in (c). Similarly, daily jet speeds against daily NAO values are shown for ERA20C in (b) and the IFS in (d). While the relationship between the jet speed and the NAO appears to be linear in nature, the relationship between the jet latitude and the NAO is visibly non-linear, both for ERA20C and the IFS. In particular, negative NAO values may occur both at very low and very high latitudes. For convenience, the points in (a) and (c) have been marked according to which of the three regimes they are in. The three regimes each appear to have their own distinct relationship with the NAO; given the trimodality of jet latitudes, such a trimodal influence is perhaps to be expected a priori. By comparison, Figure 3 shows the same scatter-plots but using DJF means instead of daily values. While the relation between the jet latitude and the NAO now appears to be linear, the comparison with Figure 2 suggests that this is at least in part because the non-linear structure has been smeared away by averaging. Note that this non-linear relationship between the jet latitude and the NAO was also noted in Woollings et al. (2010a) . Its potential implications for NAO predictability do not seem to have been commented on in the literature.
The non-linear relationship between the jet latitude and the NAO on daily time-scales is interpreted as evidence that a quantitative relationship between the jet and the NAO requires the framework of regime dynamics to capture fully. As noted in the Introduction, the predictable component across a given season is, in a regime system, the preferred regime state. A simple way to capture this is to simply count, in each DJF, the number of days spent in each regime. Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of the number of days spent in the Southern regime each season against the seasonal NAO mean, for ERA20C (a) and the IFS (b). There is a strong linear relationship, with a correlation of -0.6 for ERA20C and -0.67 for the IFS. The relationship is such that seasons where the jet spends a lot of time in the Southern regime correspond on average to NAO-seasons, consistent with the aforementioned finding in Woollings et al. (2010b) that NAO-seasons correspond on average to a southward shift in the jet. The correlations obtained for this regime-inspired metric are notably higher than those obtained by simply correlating DJF means of jet latitude (−0.6 vs 0.39), implying that representing the regime-like behaviour of the jet can add quantitatively practical information. We will show in the next section that this relationship can be inferred to good approximation from the daily jet latitude structure.
Similar scatter-plots of the days spent in the Central/Northern regime against the winter NAO do not show as strong a signal, with correlations of 0.45 and 0.14 respectively. In terms of the jet latitude influence on the NAO, the dominant signature appears to be the proportion of time spent in the Southern regime versus the Central and Northern regimes. Hence, while the jet latitude itself is trimodal, when considered in terms of its influence on the NAO, a bimodal truncation, obtained by conceiving the Central and Northern regimes as one, appears to be appropriate. This is consistent with the analysis of Woollings et al. (2010b) , which effectively showed that a two-state mixture model approximation of the NAO selects precisely this bimodal jet latitude truncation (c.f. Figure 14 in ibid).
The Regime Dynamics of the Trimodal Jet
In the previous section we argued that the influence of the jet latitude on the NAO should be understood via the regime-behaviour visibly taking place on daily time-scales. We showed that while the jet latitude is trimodal, its influence on the NAO is well captured by a bimodal truncation. In this section we will use this to construct a statistical model aimed at capturing the predictable signal coming from this bimodal regime structure contained in the winter NAO index.
Note that the statistical model we construct will only use information from the jet latitude, ignoring the jet speed entirely. While Figures 3(b) and (d) show there is a strong linear relationship between the DJF mean jet speed and the DJF mean NAO, with correlations of around 0.6, the IFS does not have any skill at predicting average jet speeds. This was already a conclusion of Parker et al. (2019) , but for our purposes it is sufficient to note that the correlation between the DJF jet speed of the IFS ensemble mean and the DJF jet speed of ERA20C is ≈ −0.02. Therefore we would not expect jet speeds to be making a contribution to skill.
The Markov model
In this section we recall the main features of the statistical model of bimodal regime dynamics constructed in Strommen and Palmer (2019) : we refer to this model informally as the 'Markov model'. Readers are asked to refer to ibid for a more complete discussion of this model.
We are going to imagine the jet as a bimodal system operating on daily time-scales. From this perspective, a DJF season corresponds to approximately 90 days, where, for each day, the jet resides in one of two states. The natural mathematical framework for generating 90 days of jet regime states is a two-state Markov chain. We will show in the next section that the autocorrelation of daily jet latitudes are well captured with an AR(1) process, implying that the Markov property does hold in this case and that it is not necessary to consider memory beyond one day. Figure 5 shows a schematic of a two-state Markov chain. The two states are currently denoted by the deliberately ambiguous monikers A and B: they will be defined in the next section. The two states have persistence probabilities denoted by p A and p B (ranging between 0 and 1). If we imagine the chain operating on daily time-scales, this means concretely that if the jet is in the A (resp. B) regime on a given day, it will remain in this regime the next day with probability pa (resp. p B ) or transition to the other regime with
To each state we now associate probability distributions which we denote by X A and X B . These distributions represent the range of daily NAO index values that can be obtained when the jet is in states A and B respectively: they are assumed to be stationary. A single season of NAO values is now generated as follows. We assume that the probabilities p A and p B are fixed at the start of December and remain constant during the season. The jet will, on December 1st, be in one of the two states, after which it will carry out a 90 day random walk in the Markov chain. On each day when the jet is in state A, we draw a random number from the distribution X A , which will be the NAO index value on that day. Similarly, on each day when the jet is in state B, the NAO index on that day is a random draw from X B . At the end of the season, the 90 daily NAO values are then averaged to generate a DJF mean NAO.
If we let π A and π B denote the long-term average proportion of time spent in state A and B respectively, then one can show (Strommen and Palmer 2019) that
and hence the preferred state is determined by the relative values of p A and p B , with no preferred state if and only if
and variance
(2)
Because the means E(X A ) and E(X B ) of X A and X B are constant by assumption, this implies that the only source of predictability in a season comes from the persistence probabilities p A and p B . These determine the values of π A and π B (i.e. the preferred state of the jet) which, via the above equations, determine the expected NAO value. Predictability of interannual variability in jet persistence therefore corresponds to predictability of interannual NAO variability. This predictability would be induced by seasonal deviations in the persistence probabilities from their climatological means, and the ability of NWP models to detect these. Possible triggers of such deviations will be considered in Section 6. A caveat to the above is that in seasons where p A and p B are close to each other, i.e. seasons where the jet only has a very weak preference to one particular state, then 90 days may not be a sufficient number of days to witness the above theoretical formulae, which become exact only in the limit of infinitely many days. Such a situation, in which the position of the jet may be dominated by internal variability, would correspond to a winter with a low level of predictability. Conversely, years in which p A and p B are strongly separated would correspond to a winter with a high level of predictability. We will see that, overall, there appears to be a sufficient amount of predictability in interannual variations of persistence probabilities to fully account for observed NAO predictability.
A final important point here is that, in principle, the probabilities p A and p B may be completely independent of each other. It is therefore necessary to consider the impact of any remote or local forcing on the system through both probabilities separately, with the overall impact being a combination of both. This will be analysed further in later sections.
How predictable is jet latitude dynamics?
Fitting the above framework to actual jet latitude data requires first and foremost the identification of the two states A and B. The conclusion of Section 3.2 suggests that we identify A with the Southern regime and B with the combined Central and Northern states. However, because we are ultimately interested in the question of predictability, we also need to take into account what the IFS does and does not have skill at predicting. To this end, we considered both potential bimodal truncations. Truncation 1 is defined as the one described above: a 'South' regime corresponding to the Southern regime and a 'North' regime corresponding to a combined Central and Northern regime. Truncation 2 is defined by having a 'South' regime corresponding to the combined Southern and Central regimes and a 'North' regime corresponding to the Northern regime. For each truncation, it is straightforward to estimate, for each regime, the seasonal persistence probabilities for both ERA20C and each IFS ensemble member. Figure 6 shows estimates, for each regime, of the IFS skill at predicting the probabilities of ERA20C, measured as the correlation between the ensemble mean persistence and the persistence of ERA20C; only data from the period 1980-2010 was used. While the skill at predicting persistence of the North regime is largely insensitive to the truncation, with a correlation of ≈ 0.3 either way, there is a dramatic difference for the South regime. For Truncation 1, the IFS has no notable skill at all, with a correlation of ≈ −0.1. For Truncation 2 however, the IFS skill goes up to ≈ 0.5. That is, while the truncation most relevant for determining the NAO is Truncation 1, the truncation actually predictable by the IFS appears to be Truncation 2.
While the Truncation 2 South correlation of 0.5 is statistically significant, the corresponding North correlation of 0.3 is not outside the 95% confidence interval of the no-skill null hypothesis. To bolster confidence in both these correlations, we therefore considered the same correlations over earlier 30-year chunks. Concretely, we computed correlations over the thirty 'chunks' of data 1950-1980, 1951-1981, ..., 1979-2009, 1980-2010. The mean across all these chunks are ≈ 0.55 and ≈ 0.32 for the South and North regimes respectively. In fact, these correlations are effectively stationary across each chunk, including for the very first period 1950-1980 which has no overlap with the modern period 1980-2010. The IFS therefore does appear to have robust levels of skill at predicting the persistence probabilities in Truncation 2, at least since 1950 onwards. Earlier periods begin to show evidence of the drop in NAO skill discussed in O' Reilly et al. (2017) and so were not included.
The fact that the IFS has skill only at predicting Truncation 2 is perhaps puzzling. However, there is evidence to suggest that the mechanisms driving jet variability are qualitatively different in the mid-latitudes, where the Southern and Central regime occur, compared to the higher latitude Northern regime closer to Greenland. In particular, Barnes and Hartmann (2010) showed that transient eddy feedbacks acted to reinforce the jet in the mid-latitudes only, with northern anomalies rather capturing Rossby wave variability. If the IFS is simply able to broadly detect if jet variability is going to be dominated by baroclinic eddies or Rossby waves in a given season, then this may be expected to lead to skill at predicting persistence in the Truncation 2 context only, even if the IFS is not able to clearly distinguish between the Southern and Central regime. In Section 6.2, we will independently confirm that eddy feedbacks appear to be crucial for understanding persistence of the Southern and Central regimes but less so for the Northern. Further analysis as to why IFS skill is limited to Truncation 2 will be left for future work.
Since it is Truncation 1 which is most relevant for determining the NAO, the lack of IFS skill for this truncation would at first sight appear to be a major obstruction towards explaining NAO skill using regime dynamics. However, distinguishing between a preference towards the Northern regime or the Southern and Central regimes can still be expected to contribute towards NAO skill, albeit to a lesser extent. We will see in Section 5 that this contribution is never the less sufficient to account for the entirety of observed NAO skill.
Finally, Figure 7 shows the autocorrelation of daily jet latitudes for both ERA20C and the IFS, along with the theoretical autocorrelation functions assuming the data is AR(1) (i.e. satisfies the Markov property). The AR (1) functions match the observed data closely, confirming that the daily jet latitudes satisfy the Markov property to a sufficiently strong degree to justify the approach of Section 4.1. It is also clear that the IFS is in general under-persistent compared to ERA20C, with consistently reduced levels of autocorrelation.
Determination of the Markov model distributions
The analysis in the previous section suggests that we need to effectively be working with both Truncation 1 and Truncation 2 in the Markov model in a manner we will now sketch out. Truncation 2 (Southern+Central and Northern) will be used for determining the seasonal persistence probabilities of ERA20C and the extent to which the IFS can predict these. These will allow us to build up a quantitative measure of where the jet is spending most of its time each season. For each day spent (by ERA20C or the IFS) in the combined Southern+Central regime, we simply assume that the jet will be in the Southern regime according to the proportions implied from the full, trimodal jet latitude pdf: that is, with probability P(Jet in Southern | Jet in Southern or Central). This sketch will be fleshed out fully in the next section, but we mention it now to better motivate the figures that follow. Figure 8 shows the estimates of X A and X B in Truncation 1 for both ERA20C and the IFS. Hence in (a) is shown the distribution of possible daily NAO values when the jet is in the Southern regime, and in (b) the same for when the jet is in either of the Central and Northern regimes. In concordance with earlier studies, the Southern jet is strongly associated with the NAO-, with ERA20C (resp. the IFS) having mean of −0.7 (resp. −0.94). The two combined regimes have a weaker association with the NAO+, with ERA20C and the IFS both having a mean of 0.21. Hence, on average, regime dynamics would imply that if the jet spends N days in the Southern regime, the DJF mean NAO for that winter would, for ERA20C and the IFS respectively, be 
On the other hand, directly fitting a linear relationship to the data in Figure 4 gives NAO Fit ERA20C ≈ −0.016 · N + 0.32.
NAO Fit IFS ≈ −0.020 · N + 0.34.
Because the standard error of the slope coefficients in (5) and (6) is only around 0.002, the mismatch between these two estimates seems robust for both ERA20C and the IFS. Indeed, it is unlikely that jet latitude dynamics alone can account for the full story of the jet and the NAO. One possible explanation for the mismatch is that in seasons where there is a strong forcing of the jet towards the Southern regime, this forcing may also be modulating the speed of the jet, which we know also influences the NAO independently of the latitude. Studies have also noted that the jet shows notable intra-seasonal structure which is not fully captured by the Markov model (Franzke et al. 2011; Novak et al. 2015) . In any case, we will see that the agreement is close enough to allow regime dynamics alone to account for the skill of the IFS. Figure 9 shows estimates of the pdfs of seasonal persistence probabilities for Truncation 2. Hence in (a) is shown the distribution for the Northern regime, and in (b) is shown the same for the combined Southern and Central regimes. As in Strommen and Palmer (2019) , the histograms were evaluated by eye to be well captured by reverse log-normal pdfs. These were fitted to the data using the standard Python package scipy. It can be seen that both regimes show high levels of average persistence, with peaks close to or exceeding 90%. The IFS shows a small but notable tendency towards under-persistence, particularly for the Northern regime. When similar distributions are fitted to each of the three jet latitude regimes individually (not shown) it is similarly found that the IFS is under-persistent for each. This is consistent with the reduced autocorrelation in Figure 7 , suggesting that this tendency towards reduced persistence is a robust feature of the IFS. For further analysis of preferred transitions in the jet system, the reader may consult Franzke et al. (2011) and Novak et al. (2015) . Because our bimodal system is determined by the two persistence probabilities alone, such preferred transitions in the three-state system will not play a role in our paper.
The above information will allow us to generate seasonal persistence probabilities for ERA20C and link jet latitude regimes to the NAO. The final ingredient is to statistically represent the skill the IFS has at predicting the persistence probabilities of ERA20C, which we now address. c 2019 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls
Representing model skill and parameter fitting
Our statistical model of NAO predictability will proceed as follows. Each winter season we draw two persistence probabilities for ERA20C, corresponding to the two regimes of Truncation 2, using the distributions shown in Figure 9 . These are then used to generate a 90 day random walk across the system, which is finally translated, via the the distributions X A and X B of Truncation 1, into a DJF NAO mean. To simulate an ensemble hindcast of the IFS, we will also, each season, generate a pair of persistence probabilities for every ensemble member individually. In order to represent the observed IFS skill at predicting the persistence in ERA20C, the probabilities drawn for the ensemble members need to be correlated with the probabilities drawn for ERA20C. As a preliminary step towards this, we need to examine the extent to which the persistence probabilities of the two regimes are independent of each other. Figure 10 shows how the probabilities (shown as log-odds) of Truncation 2 (i.e. Southern+Central and Northern) are related. In (a), (c) and (e) are shown scatter plots of the Southern+Central probabilities versus the Northern probabilities for ERA20C, the IFS ensemble members and the IFS ensemble mean respectively. In (b), (d) and (f) are shown the same, but with data restricted to 1980-2010. The value C in each denotes the correlation between the two quantities. The consistent negative sign of the correlation across all data suggests a link between the two probabilities. Part of this may be due to noise introduced from the fact that we always estimate probabilities over only 90 days, which may in some seasons be insufficient to obtain independent estimates of both. However, the fact that the correlation goes up significantly for the IFS ensemble mean, peaking at ≈ −0.6 in the modern period, is taken as evidence that there is a robust signal here. Such a signal, if it existed, would naturally be amplified considerably by taking a large ensemble mean. As mentioned before, Barnes and Hartmann (2010) showed that eddy feedback is not playing a major role for the Northern regime, suggesting that increased or reduced persistence there may simply be reflecting changes in mid-latitude persistence.
To formalise both the connection between the two probabilities and the IFS skill at predicting both, we utilise the framework of the 'signal+noise' method from Siegert et al. (2016) as follows. Note that the following will all be phrased in terms of log-odds of probabilities.
Letp obs be the persistence probability of regime A for ERA20C in a given winter season andp mod the corresponding probability for a single IFS ensemble member. Similarly, letq obs andq mod be the probabilities for regime B. Then we will assume that these four probabilities satisfy the following decompositions:p obs = s + A + µ obs,A (7)
Here the variables s, A and η A are normally distributed with s ∼ N (0, σs), A ∼ N (0, σ A ), η A ∼ N (0, ση A ), with the analogous notation for the B variables. These are seasonally varying parameters, with s representing the predictable component (i.e. signal) of p obs and A the unpredictable component (i.e. noise). We assume thatq obs is determined, modulo a noise term B , by s, via the scaling constant λ. This will ensure a degree of correlation between the two probabilities, the extent of which is determined by values of the parameters. The probabilities of the model are assumed to also be split into a signal and noise component. For regime A, the signal is assumed to equal a scaling factor β A times the true signal s. Hence β A is capturing the model's ability to capture the predictable signal. A value of β A < 1 corresponds to the model damping the signal; β A = 0 corresponds to no predictability, with β A = 1 corresponding to 'perfect' skill at forecastingp obs . Similarly, the model captures the predictable signal λs ofq obs according to a scaling factor β B . Finally, all the µ terms simply represent the climatological means of the respective distributions.
Conceptually therefore, we assume that in each DJF season there is precisely one predictable component in the jet system, namely a signal in how persistent the Southern+Central regime is going to be in reality. This completely determines, modulo unpredictable chaos, how persistent the Northern regime is going to be as well. The model is then able to capture the signal in both regimes according to fixed scaling parameters. The ability of the model to make good predictions thus depends on the relative size of the signal s compared to (i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio ofp obs ), and the relative size of the scaled signal βs compared to η (i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio of p mod ): similarly forq.
It is clear that this is by no means the only way to represent the system, nor is any good fit of the model parameters unique. However, we will show that this representation, along with a very simple parameter fit, captures the main features of the system. As discussed in Section 2.3, we will fit parameters using the 1980-2010 data only, to ensure that we are not unfairly biasing our results. Parameter fitting is carried out using a 'moments estimator' approach (Siegert et al. 2016) , in which theoretical formulate of key statistical quantities (means and covariances) for the system defined by equations (7)-(10) are derived and compared to estimates from the data. The details are technical and can be found in the Appendix.
The parameters obtained are listed in Table 1 . Using equations (7)-(10) with these parameters, we can generate a large sample of artificial probabilities. Such a random sample is shown in Figure 11 and should be compared to the right-hand column of Figure 10 . It can be seen that the overall structure is recreated, including the means, variances and correlations, suggesting that the parameter fitting was effective. The parameter values themselves are physically sensible as well. That λ ≈ −1 is saying precisely that any forcing which acts to increase the persistence of the Southern+Central regime will also result in an exactly corresponding decrease in the persistence of the Northern regime and vice versa. Both β parameters are between 0 and 1, meaning that the model tends to dampen any forced increase in persistence, consistent with the conclusions of Strommen and Palmer (2019) . The noise terms of the IFS are slightly larger in amplitude compared to those of ERA20C, but this discrepancy is small compared to the dampened signal.
As a basic sensitivity test, we verified that the estimated parameter values were virtually unchanged when omitting any one of the 30 years between 1980 and 2010 before doing the fitting. We similarly found little change if fitting was carried out using the longer period 1970-2010. The inclusion of earlier periods began to show evidence of a decrease in skill (manifesting itself as smaller β parameters) and so is not considered further.
Finally, by exploiting the fact that the mean of η A is zero, we can estimate the time-series of the persistence signal s using the following relationship:p where overline denotes the ensemble mean. Dividing the quantity on the left-hand side by our estimated value of β A produces the desired signal, a key ingredient in our hindcast simulations using the Markov model.
Simulating a seasonal hindcast
We now have all the ingredients necessary for simulating an IFS hindcast of the NAO during the period 1980-2010 using our Markov model. The extent of skill found in such a simulation will give an estimate of how much NAO skill can be accounted for purely through the regime dynamics of the daily jet latitude. The procedure for simulating a single winter season proceeds as follows.
1. Pick the estimated value of s for the year in question.
Draw random values of
3. Use equations (7)-(10) with all the above selected values to generate persistence probabilities for both ERA20C and the IFS. 4. Initialize both ERA20C and the IFS to start in either the Northern or combined Southern+Central regime. Let both of them perform a 90-day random walk for through the Markov chain specified by the persistence probabilities generated in step 2. 5. On days when either ERA20C or the IFS land in the Southern+Central regime, randomly specify it as having landed in the Southern or Central regime according to the relative proportions of the two regimes. 6. In this way, generate 90 days of residency in the full trimodal jet latitude structure. 7. Count the number of days spent in the Southern regime for both ERA20C and the IFS. Use equations (3) and (4) to generate a DJF NAO mean value for both.
Repeat this procedure 30 times to generate a full 30-year hindcast simulation of the period 1980-2010. For every such simulation, both ERA20C and the IFS ensemble members will have differing persistence probabilities, due to the random component in step 2, but all will have the same underlying signal estimated at the end of the previous section. A schematic of the Markov model is shown in Figure  12 to provide visual assistance to the reader.
In step 4, we note that the conditional probability of the jet being in the Southern regime given that we know it is in the Southern+Central combined regime is ≈ 33% for both ERA20C and the IFS. Hence when either ERA20C or the IFS land in this combined regime, we specify it as having landed in the Southern regime with that probability.
We would like to emphasise that while we have endeavoured to fully motivate our choices in the creation of this statistical model, the final results are fairly insensitive to many of the particulars. For example, equation (3) can be used to generate NAO values for both ERA20C and the IFS with no real change. Furthermore, the use of equations (3) and (4) themselves assume that the daily impact of the jet latitude on the NAO is always 'average' in magnitude. If instead we draw random daily values from the estimated distribution to generate more variability in these daily impacts the results are still broadly similar, because this variability is mostly averaged away when combining results from multiple hindcast simulations. We chose to use the average values to isolate the impact of jet latitude variations alone. As was the case in Strommen and Palmer (2019) , most sensible ways of implementing the Markov model are likely to produce qualitatively similar results.
Estimating NAO skill with regime dynamics
Using the methodology outlined in Section 4.5 we can now simulate a large number of hindcasts and estimate both the expected level of correlation and signal-to-noise ratios (i.e. RPC values). Concretely, we repeat the procedure outlined in the previous section 10000 times to produce this number of estimates of our desired metrics. These are then used to generate distributions of correlations and RPC values.
Carrying this out gives the following estimates:
Corr(EnsM ean, Obs) = 0.51 ± 0.20
Corr(EnsM ean, M em) = 0.17 ± 0.06
where the uncertainty estimates are two standard deviations around the mean. Recalling the actual values from Section 2.3 of 0.49, 0.19 and 1.80 , we see that there is very good qualitative agreement, with all three metrics well within the range of sampling variability. In particular, all the IFS skill at predicting the NAO can be accounted for purely through its ability to predict jet latitude persistence in a regime dynamics system. Figure 13 shows how the actual predictability and model predictability vary as a function of the ensemble size. It can be seen that the actual predictability begins to asymptote towards ≈ 0.6. If we set the β parameters to 1, the expected ensemble mean correlation with 51 ensemble members is ≈ 0.62 ± 0.18; increasing the ensemble size to 1000 does not lead to any increase, implying that this is the maximum expected correlation that can be achieved purely from jet latitude dynamics. Consequently, the proportion of NAO variance that can be accounted for by jet latitude persistence alone is around 0.62 2 ≈ 0.38. Figure 14 similarly shows how RP C scales with ensemble size. This metric is more sensitive to ensemble size and does not begin to approach the theoretical limit of 0.51/0.16 ≈ 3.2 until the ensemble size approaches 1000. Increasing the β parameters to 1 and using 1000 ensemble members brings the RP C down to ≈ 1.05, with the actual predictability at 0.62 (as mentioned) and the model predictability at 0.60. This implies that the low signal-tonoise ratio here is not due to the IFS having noisier regime dynamics (ση > σ ) but is almost entirely accounted for by its damping of persistence (β < 1). Figure 15 shows a typical hindcast simulation generated with the Markov model. In (a) is shown the raw hindcast, with the simulated ERA20C (black), IFS ensemble mean (red) and grey dots representing individual ensemble members. In (b) is shown the same simulated ERA20C and IFS ensemble mean but now with both timeseries normalized to have standard deviation 1. This should be compared to Figure 1 and 2 of Dunstone et al. (2016) or Figures 8 and 9 in Strommen and Palmer (2019) . The ensemble mean correlation and RPC in this case were 0.48 and 2.07 respectively. The ensemble variance is almost identical to that of ERA20C, which is a general feature of the Markov model. Note also the visible presence of negative skew in the ensemble. In fact, this negative skew is a natural feature of the Markov model, owing to the higher climatological mean persistence of the Southern+Central regime compared to the Northern regime. It is well known that the winter NAO is significantly negatively skewed, implying that this skew can be explained naturally through regime dynamics.
While the correlations and RPC values, including their scaling with ensemble size, can also be reproduced with more linear techniques, as in Siegert et al. (2016) for the UK Met Office model, the Markov model has some key additional achievements. Firstly, it fully respects the trimodal structure of the jet, without relying on collapsing this structure by taking DJF means. Secondly, it straightforwardly produces a negatively skewed NAO, which (to our knowledge) cannot be achieved through linear techniques alone without artificially inserting the skew. Finally, by highlighting the role of daily time-scale jet persistence, the Markov model points towards a concrete physical mechanism driving predictability, namely transient baroclinic eddy feedback. This is discussed further in the next section.
External and Internal Drivers of Regime Variability
Having demonstrated that the IFS skill at predicting the winter NAO can be attributed to its ability at predicting interannual variations in the extent of jet persistence, we now examine potential drivers of such interannual variability. First we examine external sources of forcing (teleconnections), before examining local mechanisms in the form of eddy feedback.
Because a comprehensive and in-depth study of predictors of regime dynamics would likely make the present paper excessively long, we keep the discussion brief. We aim to examine this more in future work.
External Forcing
As discussed in the introduction, some of the most commonly proposed sources of external NAO forcing are sea-ice in the Kara sea region, ENSO (Nino 3.4) and the stratosphere, both in the form of the stratospheric polar vortex and the QBO. We will examine the influence of precisely these factors on seasonal persistence probabilities in both the Southern+Central and Northern regimes. We remind the reader that details of how these predictors are defined was included in Section 2.1.
Note that while in our implementation of the Markov model, the entirety of the predictable signal comes from the Southern+Central persistence, this may well be an oversimplification. As mentioned already in Section 4.2, it was shown in Barnes and Hartmann (2010) that while persistence driven by eddy feedback was a key mechanism in the mid latitudes, variability further north is driven more by Rossby waves. This implies that the influence of external forcing may be different, and hence partially independent, for the two regimes. Figure 16 shows correlations between the various predictors and persistence probabilities of ERA20C (leftmost and black), the IFS ensemble mean (middle and red) and the average across individual IFS ensemble members (blue and rightmost); for the Northern regime (top panel) and the Southern+Central regime (bottom panel). In the North, the significant predictors appear to be Kara sea ice and ENSO. The overall largest influence in ERA20C comes from Kara sea ice, with a correlation of around 0.45, in agreement with previous studies (Wang et al. 2017 ). More striking is the significant linear correlation, of around 0.4, between ENSO and the Northern persistence probabilities here, which is far from obvious. Indeed, a major obstacle towards a quantitative estimate of the influence of ENSO on the NAO is that, while studies suggest there is a relationship between the two, there is virtually zero linear correlation between the Nino 3.4 timeseries and the NAO index (see e.g. ibid). The significant correlation here suggests that jet latitude regime dynamics may offer a route towards such quantitative estimates of what proportion of NAO variance is explained by ENSO. However, while ENSO is influencing the persistence of ERA20C, the IFS does not appear to capture this at all, with neither the ensemble mean nor individual members showing any significant correlation. We remind the reader that because the hindcasts considered used forced SSTs, the Nino 3.4 index is identical for both ERA20C and all IFS ensemble members. Therefore this seems to be a failure in the propagation of the ENSO signal sufficiently far downstream. The IFS similarly fails to capture the strong link with Kara sea ice. Neither ERA20C nor the IFS show any notable link between the Polar vortex or the QBO with Northern persistence. The eddy feedback component (rightmost entry of the plot) will be discussed next section.
In the Southern+Central regime, the story is a little different. All the predictors seem to contribute similar levels of predictability, with ERA20C having a correlation of around 0.3 with Kara sea-ice, ENSO and both stratospheric indices. Unlike in the Northern case, the IFS ensemble mean has comparable correlations with all of these except ENSO. This implies that while ENSO may be a driver of variability in ERA20C, it is playing little or no role in the NAO predictability of the IFS. Instead, Kara sea-ice and the stratosphere seem to be playing more important roles, with the ensemble mean correctly replicating the relationship seen for ERA20C. As before, the eddy feedback term is discussed next section.
This supports the conclusions of earlier studies, namely that Kara sea-ice and the stratosphere are playing a significant role in driving NAO predictability. Our framework suggests that these may act primarily by influencing the extent of jet persistence, particularly in the mid-latitudes. There is evidence that ENSO is playing a significant role in regulating persistence in ERA20C, especially (and curiously) in the Northern regime, but this is not replicated by the IFS.
Note also that the correlations in the two regimes are not perfectly inverse to each other. While the influence of Kara sea-ice and ENSO do naturally anti-correlate across the two (e.g. increased Kara sea-ice increases Northern persistence and simultaneously decreases Southern+Central persistence), this is not the case for the two stratospheric indices. Instead, the stratosphere seems to only modulate persistence in the Southern+Central regime, with no notable effect in the north. This again lends support to the idea that the two regimes are, to an extent, modulated independently of each other. We observe that this provides a potential quantitative way to estimate non-linear influences of teleconnections on the NAO, using the fact that the DJF mean NAO is a non-linear function of both persistence probabilities.
Finally, we briefly address the question of dependence amongst the different predictors. This is to some extent mitigated by the choice of which time-period our predictors are considered over. In particular, our ENSO index, when restricted to November months, has almost zero correlation with both November Kara sea-ice, the November polar vortex or the DJF mean QBO index. As such, these November-only predictors are independent of the November-December-January ENSO index used. Studies have also suggested a link between Kara sea-ice and the stratospheric circulation (Kim et al. 2014; Cohen et al. 2013 ) and indeed we find positive correlations between November sea-ice and the November polar vortex and DJF mean QBO. However, if we subtract away the sea-ice signal from the stratospheric indices using linear regression, their correlations with persistence probabilities do not appreciably change. Therefore the predictors considered appear to be broadly independent, insofar as their impact on jet persistence is considered.
Local Eddy Feedback
There is by now an extensive literature on the role of transient baroclinic eddy feedback in maintaining jet persistence (see e.g. Hoskins et al. (1983) ; Shutts (1983) ; Robinson (1996) ; Hartmann (2001, 2003) ; Zurita-Gotor et al. (2014); Novak et al. (2015) and references therein) as well as for the NAO more directly (Barnes and Hartmann 2010) . It is therefore natural to consider the extent to which eddy feedbacks are modulating the persistence probabilities central to the Markov model. To do so we compute the daily eddy momentum flux convergence of 250hPa ERA20C winds:
where u 250 (resp. v 250 ) is the zonal (resp. meridional), 2-6 day bandpass filtered wind field at 250hPa. Positive values of this quantity correspond to regions where the transient eddies are accelerating the westerlies (Hoskins et al. 1983 ). Lorenz and Hartmann (2003) showed that the eddies generally act to reinforce the jet through a positive feedback, but as noted in Woollings et al. (2010b) , this feedback is active at all latitudes, independently of the three jet regimes. The tendency of eddies to reinforce the mean flow is shown concretely in Figure 17 , which shows composites of the eddy flux convergence (red-blue filled contour) and the zonal wind anomaly (overlaid black contour lines) on days when the jet is classified as being in the Southern+Central regime (that is, at latitudes lower than 52N). There is notable overlap between the two, with a positive anomaly in the region southwards of 52N, as expected. By construction, the corresponding plot for days when the jet is in the Northern regime is the same but with a sign change. This is used to motivate the following metric, aimed at measuring the extent to which the eddies are reinforcing the jet in the Southern+Central regime. For a given winter season, consisting of 90 days, we take the dot product of the 850hPa wind anomalies and eddy flux convergence, restricted to the Southern+Central region only. The mean across all 90 daily dot products is then defined as the strength of the eddy feedback F in the Southern+Central regime in this winter:
where u 850 is the 850hPa daily, wind-anomaly, [·] denotes the DJF mean and all vectors have been restricted to the latitudes 15N-52N. The daily dot product will be positive on days when the eddies are strongly reinforcing the jet. Figure 17 implies that this will, on average, be the case and hence F would be expected to correlate with measures of seasonal jet persistence. While an analogous metric for the Northern regime could be considered, the results of Barnes and Hartmann (2010) suggest that eddy feedback is not playing a major role in the higher latitudes. We found that a seasonal dot product based on the Northern regime alone was on average an order of magnitude smaller than the one for the Southern+Central regime, corroborating this reduced influence of eddies. For these reasons we will only consider the eddy feedback in the Southern+Central region as a possible predictor of persistence.
The correlations that the Southern+Central eddy forcing has with the persistence probabilities in the two regimes is shown in Figure  16 (the rightmost entries), confirming our intuitive expectations. For both ERA20C and the IFS ensemble mean, the correlation in the case of the Southern+Central regime is around 0.62, significantly higher than that of any of the external predictors considered. While all these external predictors do enjoy non-zero correlations with the eddy forcing, if we subtract the influence of all these from the eddy forcing (by performing a multiple linear regression) the correlation between the forcing the Southern+Central persistence probabilities still remains high at around 0.45. Note that this is still larger than that of all the external predictors, implying that while some of the eddy feedback is externally forced, a considerable amount of it may be either locally driven or unforced and essentially chaotic.
In the Northern regime, the eddy forcing has a smaller, negative correlation with seasonal persistence of around −0.3. This is consistent with the analysis of Section 4.4, which suggested that changes in the persistence characteristics of the Northern regime are merely a response to changes in the south.
Conclusions
By truncating the trimodal jet into a bimodal system, we constructed a statistical model (the Markov model) based on capturing regime dynamics as in Strommen and Palmer (2019) . In this system, the position of the jet is modelled using a two-state Markov chain which is driven by seasonal persistence probabilities, with the two states representing the Northern regime and the combined Southern and Central jet regimes. These persistence probabilities, assumed constant during a given winter but which otherwise vary from year to year, determine which of the two regimes the jet is likely to spend more time in. Because the average NAO conditions differ for the two regimes, with the more southern regime being associated with negative NAO values and the more northern regime associated with positive values, such interannual variations in the preferred jet regime translates into interannual variations in the NAO. Hence any knowledge of the expected persistence time-scales of the two regimes yields predictive power for the winter NAO.
We then showed that the IFS has robust skill at predicting these seasonal persistence probabilities over the modern period 1980-2010. This justified fitting the Markov model parameters using reanalysis and IFS model data, the latter in the form of a 51-member ensemble hindcast. The fitted model allowed us to estimate what the expected IFS ensemble mean correlation with the true NAO index would be if predictability were driven entirely by regime dynamics. Since this estimate, of 0.51 ± 0.20, is close to the observed correlation of 0.49, we concluded that all of the skill of the IFS may be coming purely from such regime dynamics. Because the Markov model does not include any contribution from the jet speed, this conclusion is consistent with that of Parker et al. (2019) , which used linear regression techniques to attribute the IFS skill to the jet latitude. However, while linear techniques first requires one to collapse the trimodal structure of the jet by averaging, the Markov model respects the non-linear structure inherent to the jet in a novel manner. c 2019 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls A consequence of this is that the Markov model naturally produces a negatively skewed NAO, in accordance with observations. By highlighting the role of weak model persistence, this model also suggests a possible explanation of the 'signal-to-noise paradox'. Thinking of regimes as potential wells, the weak persistence of the IFS may be a result of these potential wells being too shallow. As a result, any external forcing of the jet which attempts to push the jet preferentially towards either regime would not elicit as strong a response in the model as it ought to; the jet of the model is simply ejected from the relevant regime too swiftly. While our statistical model captures predictability associated with transitions in the jet latitude, we omitted any contribution from the jet speed, which is likely overly simplistic given that studies suggest external drivers like ENSO can influence jet speeds (Drouard et al. 2013 ). In addition, earlier studies suggest that there is further intra-seasonal structure in jet variability, such as preferred transitions (Franzke et al. 2011; Novak et al. 2015) , which are only indirectly represented in the Markov model. There is also evidence that thermal processes can play a crucial role in driving jet transitions (Novak et al. 2015) , particularly for the southern regime (Madonna et al. 2019) . As these are effectively distinct from the eddy-driven processes associated with higher levels of persistence, it is possible that this is a source of IFS jet latitude skill not represented in the Markov model.
Finally, we considered both local and external drivers of variability in jet regime persistence. We found that Kara sea-ice, ENSO, the QBO and the stratospheric polar vortex, commonly cited as important drivers of NAO variability, all correlate with the estimated persistence probabilities from reanalysis. This suggests that the role of these teleconnections may be, at least in part, to modulate jet persistence rather than the NAO more directly. In the IFS, several of these external teleconnections were weaker than in reanalysis, with some being virtually non-existent. In particular, the IFS does not replicate the observed connection between ENSO and jet persistence, suggesting that ENSO may have very limited influence on skill. Locally we showed that a measure of the strength of the transient baroclinic eddy feedback also projects strongly onto the two persistence probabilities, particularly that of the southern regime. It appears that a substantial part of this eddy forcing is independent of the external drivers we considered, implying that much of the observed NAO predictability may not be easily attributable to remote teleconnections and may rather come from more complex local dynamics. This suggests that eddy feedbacks play a crucial role in modulating NAO predictability and models that fail to produce realistic levels of feedback may struggle to achieve high NAO skill even with accurate teleconnections. In Scaife et al. (2019) , by comparing seasonal predictions at varying horizontal resolutions it was found that the strength of the eddy forcing on the NAO was systematically too weak, with no appreciable change until the resolution approached ≈ 15km grid-boxes. The importance of horizontal resolution for representing North Atlantic regime behaviour was also demonstrated in Dawson et al. (2012) and , implying that relatively high horizontal resolution may be necessary to eliminate the signal-to-noise paradox.
We end our discussion with two questions. Firstly, the results of this paper were based on the IFS in particular. In Baker et al. (2018) it was found that models can exhibit a broad range of ensemble mean correlations and RP C values: can their differing abilities at capturing regime persistence explain this variability? Secondly, in the jet regime system captured by the Markov model, predictability is explicitly induced by variations in persistence probabilities, which are strongly modulated by local transient eddy feedback. Should the role of more remote teleconnections also be understood, not through their direct action on the NAO, but their indirect influence on jet persistence via eddy feedbacks?
Appendix
We describe how the fitted parameters of the Markov model were obtained.
The basic tool used is the simple 'moment estimator' method described in Siegert et al. (2016) . This method uses the explicit equations to compute theoretical formula for various statistical quantities. By equating these to estimates of these quantities obtained using data one gets estimates of the various model parameters. This is described in Section 2 and Appendix B of ibid. For completeness, we sketch the method here as well.
Assume one has an arbitrary 'signal+noise' system as follows:
where y is the 'true' value to be predicted and x the model prediction. Here s ∼ N (0, σs), ∼ N (0, σ ), η ∼ N (0, ση) are all normally distributed. The parameters µy and µx are constants representing the means of y and x, with β a constant parameter capturing model skill. It is assumed that the data available for fitting are long time-series of y = y t and x = x t,r , for ensemble members r = 1, . . . , R and time-steps t = 1, . . . , N . Then the moment estimator method estimates values of the parameters in order as follows:
(1) The values of µx and µy are equated with the means of x and y respectively.
(2) The value of σ 2 η is equated with the average ensemble variance vx:
(4) The value of σs is determined via
(5) Finally, σ is determined via
This gives an algorithm for estimating parameters given an arbitrary such system. This is used to fit parameters to the system of equations (7)-(10) in Section 4.4 as follows.
First apply the algorithm to the signal+noise system defined by equations (7) and (8), using the estimated persistence probabilities from ERA20C and the IFS ensemble. This gives estimates of all the parameters used in those two equations. Next, consider the signal+noise system defined by equations (7) and (10). Step 3 of the algorithm gives an explicit estimate of the quantity β B λ ≈ −0.36. Next, note that Cov(p obs ,q obs ) = λV ar(s).
Computing the covariance and substituting in the estimate of V ar(s) obtained already implies that λ ≈ −0.95 and hence β B ≈ 0.37. The other parameters of equations (9) and (10) are now obtained by applying steps 1, 2, 4 and 5 of the algorithm. This produces, in totality, the numbers listed in Table 1 . c 2019 Royal Meteorological Society , (e) IFS ensemble mean ) and (f) IFS ensemble mean . Note the ensemble mean persistence probability is the mean over all the ensemble member probabilities. The value C in each plot's title is the linear correlation between the two quantities. Figure 11 . Scatter plots of sampled persistence probabilities, generated using equations (7)-(10) of the main text with the fitted parameters from Table 1 . We generated 1000 samples of artificial ERA20C and IFS hindcast probabilities in this way, which are plotted in (a) for the simulated ERA20C, (b) the simulated IFS ensemble members and (c) the simulated IFS ensemble means. The value C in the title of each is the linear correlation. Figure 17 . The filled red-blue contour shows the composite of eddy momentum flux convergence at 250hPa for days when the jet is classified as being in the Southern+Central regime (i.e. at latitudes less than 52N) minus the mean eddy momentum flux. Overlaid in black contour lines are the same composited differences for zonal 850hPa winds: solid lines are positive, dashed lines are negative. The value of C in the title is the pattern correlation between the two contours. The dataset used is ERA20C and the time-period considered is 1980-2010. c 2019 Royal Meteorological Society
